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Abstract: Using a sample of 10 European countries and 17 industries covering the period 

1981 to 1999, we test whether the EU’s Single Market Programme had a significant pro-

competitive effect in terms of a reduction in firms’ markups over marginal costs. In the 

framework of the markup estimation method suggested by Roeger (1995), we employ a panel 

approach for each of the sectors to test for both an instantaneous structural change between 

1989 and 1993 as well as a continuous change in parameters using smooth transition analysis. 

The results do not indicate a pervasive pro-competitive effect of the Single Market. While 

markup reductions are found for aggregate manufacturing as of 1993, it is also suggested that 

markups increased in several sectors in the pre-completion period around the end of the 80s. 

This is likely to be due to strong increase in concentration and average firm size at the EU 

level in the second half of the 1980s. After all, the Single Market’s net effect on markups is 

likely to be negligible if not positive.  
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I. Introduction 

The Single Market Programme of the European Union (EU) has been in effect for more than 

10 years now. Since 1 January 1993, goods, services and production factors move freely 

across intra-EU borders. Notwithstanding remaining problems in coverage and 

implementation, the removal of barriers to trade and factor flows together with the 

introduction of flanking policies, most notably the EU’s common competition policy, marks 

another milestone in the economic integration of the European economies and completes the 

vision of a Common European market, dating back to the treaties of Rome in 1957.  

The Single Market (SM) Programme, eventually launched in 1985 by the European 

Commission’s White Paper on the completion of the internal market as a remedy against the 

‘Eurosclerosis’, was designed to increase competition in the European Markets and to 

improve the EU’s international competitiveness, and thus ultimately to enhance efficiency and 

welfare. In their well-known paper, Smith and Venables (1988) simulated the potential 

welfare gains from two consequences of the removal of barriers: the reduction of trade costs 

and full market integration. Since the latter channel turns out more important in their analysis, 

the investigation of the Single Market’s pro-competitive effect should be at the heart of an 

evaluation of the track record after 10 years.  

Unfortunately, however, our knowledge of the implications of the SM is still very 

limited. The Commission’s review of the Single Market of 1996 provides an analysis up to 

1992; this was clearly too early to give a conclusive ex-post assessment. Only a few further 

studies were carried out since then. Allen et al. (1998), building on their work in the 

Commission’s review, use data up to 1994; they derive the SM’s effect on price-cost margins 

from the estimation of price and demand functions for 15 ‘selected’ industries (assumed to be 

particularly sensitive to the SM according to Buiges et al. (1990)) of the four largest EU 

countries (DE, FR, IT, and the UK). Their analysis provides valuable insights by combining 

these estimates with a welfare analysis in a CGE framework. Nevertheless, in light of the fact 

that their sectors make up only one third of total manufacturing output, and the time period 

considered, their conclusion that the SM “has indeed had a substantial pro-competitive effect 

in European markets, and has led to significant reductions in price-cost margins” (p. 467) has 

to be interpreted with caution (see, for example, the comment by Flam (1998) for a criticism).  

At the country level Bottasso and Sembenelli (2001) use a similar industry classification and a 

large sample of Italian firms to test for a structural break due to the Single Market, using the 

markup-estimation method suggested by Hall (1988).  Again, significant reductions in 

markups (and increases in productivity) are only found for the group of “most sensitive 
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firms”. The most recent study is Sauner-Leroy (2003), which covers 9 European countries and 

the period from 1987 to 2000. It uses data from firms’ financial statements of the 

Commission’s BACH database, aggregated at the manufacturing level. These data enable him 

to directly calculate price-cost margins and to test for the impact of the Single Market in a 

simple regression framework with further control variables. Though country-specific results 

differ somewhat, the analysis suggests that markups decreased in the period from 1987 to 

1992, along with a decrease in prices; in the post-completion period from 1993 to 2000, 

however, markups recovered in line with the realization of efficiency gains.1 Summing up, the 

overall evidence on the Single Market’s achievements is mixed at best and far from 

comprehensive.  

This paper adds some further results on the pro-competitive effect of the Single Market, 

supplementing the previous studies both in its scope and methodology. We use a sample of 10 

European countries and 17 sectors (including 5 service sectors on which no evidence exists so 

far), which covers the period from 1981 to 1999. Thus our level of disaggregation is between 

the studies by Allen et al. and Sauner-Leroy. As to the method, we employ the Roeger (1995) 

approach for markup estimation, which none of the previous studies on the consequences of 

the SM has adopted so far. Moreover, using a panel (one for each sector) not only allows us to 

increase the degrees of freedom (even if some parameter heterogeneity is allowed for), but 

also to control for time-specific effects: this might be particularly important in the present 

context, given the ambiguity in the literature concerning the relationship between the business 

cycle and markup ratios (see, for example, Rotemberg and Woodford 1991). Finally, we do 

not only test for a discrete, instantaneous change in 1993 but allow for a more general 

alternative hypothesis concerning the changeover using smooth transition analysis (see 

Granger and Teräsvirta, 1997): thereby both the velocity and the timing of the changeover to 

the new regime are endogenously determined. This has considerable appeal for our question 

of interest, since it is plausible to assume that some of the effects of the SM already set in 

before 1993, and that transition has occured (is occuring) gradually rather than being 

characterized by a discrete structural break. 

In sum, the results suggest that there is no reason to be enthusiastic about the 

achievements of the SM so far. While markup reductions are found for aggregate 

manufacturing as well as one service sector (real estate etc.) as of 1993, it is also suggested 

that markups increased in several sectors in the pre-completion period around the end of the 

                                                 
1 Notaro (2002) attempts to estimate these efficiency gains from a production function, using a panel of 10 EU 

countries and 40 sensitive industries over the period 1973-1993. His results suggest a positive short-run 
productivity shock of some 2 per cent. 
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80s; this likely to be due to the increase in concentration and average firm size in European 

industries as reported by the European Commission (1996). After all, the net effect on 

markups is likely to be negligible (if not positive).  

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II briefly discusses the 

theoretical background of the method used for the estimation of markups. Section III sets up 

the empirical model and describes the data used. Section IV presents the results of the 

estimations. Section V summarizes the main conclusions. 

II.  Markup estimation – methodological background 

Our approach to estimating the markups factors relies on the paper by Roeger (1995), which 

is in turn an extension and variant of the seminal paper by Hall (1988) providing a method for 

the estimation of price cost margins of industries. Hall show’s that the Solow residual under 

market power is given by  

∆lnqt − αt∆lnnt = (µt − 1)α  t∆lnnt + ∆lnet , (1) 

where qt is the output/capital ratio (Qt/Kt), nt is the labour/capital ratio (Nt/Kt), et stands for the 

level of Hicks-neutral technological progress, αt is the factor share earned by labour (i.e. the 

ratio of labour compensation NtWt to total revenue Yt = PtQt), and finally, µt is the markup 

ratio Pt/MCt (MC denoting marginal costs). Assuming a constant markup ratio, µ can be 

estimated from (1). The problem, however, is the endogeneity of the right hand side variable; 

thus instruments, i.e. variables correlated with output which are neither the cause nor the 

consequence of technological change, are required for a consistent estimation and valid 

inference. Hall, in his empirical analysis of US industries, uses military expenditures, the 

political party of the president and the oil price; obviously, it is hard if not impossible to find 

good instruments that are exogenous under all views of macroeconomic fluctuations.  

Roeger (1995) develops an approach that avoids some of these problems, by first 

recognizing that the primal technology residual given by (1) (which is calculated from the 

production function), can also be written in extensive form as  

(∆lnQt − ∆lnKt ) − αt(∆lnNt − ∆lnKt ) = β  (∆lnYt − ∆lnKt ) + (1 − β)∆et , (2) 

where the parameter β  corresponds to the Lerner index which is directly related to the markup 

ratio via µ = 1/(1−β). He then derives the price based Solow residual (calculated from the dual 

cost function), which is given by  

αt ∆lnWt + (1 − αt)∆Rt  − ∆lnPt = −β  (∆lnPt − ∆lnRt ) + (1 − β)∆lnet , (3)  
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where Rt denotes the user costs of capital. Under perfect competition (µ = 1 or β  = 0), both the 

primal and the dual Solow residual are an exact measure of technological progress (leaving 

measurement problems aside). Under imperfect competition, prices depart from marginal 

costs and the technology residual can be decomposed into a technical innovation term and i) 

the rate of change in the capital productivity, multiplied by β  (primal residual, see (1)), or ii) 

the rate of change in output prices minus the rate of change in capital costs, also multiplied by 

β  (dual residual, see (3)). 

Substituting the expression for ∆lnet implied by (3) into (2), Roeger derives the 

following expression suitable for the estimation of β: 

(∆lnQt + ∆lnPt ) − αt(∆lnNt + ∆lnWt ) − (1 − αt)(∆lnKt + ∆lnRt )  

= β  [(∆lnQt + ∆lnPt ) − (∆lnKt + ∆lnRt )] + ut , (4) 

where ut is a standard error term. Equation (4) gives the difference between the primal and the 

dual residual; under perfect competition it should equal zero. To simplify notation, we rewrite 

(4) as  

z = βx + ut , (5) 

where z may be interpreted as nominal Solow residual, and x is the growth rate of the nominal 

output/capital ratio; ut is an error term reflecting the difference of the measurement errors 

from the two productivity terms. The attractive feature, at least at a first glance, is that the 

productivity term vanishes and that no instruments are needed for the estimation of β . 

Additionaly, the focus on nominal variables allows to overcome some problems in data 

availabilty. 

It should be noted that both (1) and (5) are derived under the assumption of constant 

returns to scale; there is, however, good reason to believe that in many cases, market power 

exists as a results of economies of scale. Martins et al. (1996) and Hylleberg and Jorgensen 

(1998), show that under increasing returns, (5) becomes 

z = [λ(β  − 1) + 1]x + ut . (6) 

where λ is an index of returns to scale, defined as ratio of average to marginal costs. It follows 

that the estimates of β  and µ are downward biased in the presence of increasing returns. 

Similarly, the markup over marginal costs is underestimated in the presence of sunk costs, 

downward rigidities of the capital stock or labour hoarding; thus it has been suggested to 

interpret the markup implied by the estimate of β  from (5) as lower bound (Martins et al. 1996).  
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III. Data issues and empirical model 

3.1. Data 

The most comprehensive database providing consistent data for European countries at the 

industry level is the STAN database from the OECD. Unfortunately, the available data are not 

“perfectly” suitable for our investigation: in particular, sufficient data is available only for 

employment instead of hours worked so tha t our estimates may be biased as a result of labour 

hoarding. Also, data for gross value added is mainly available only at basic prices (rather than 

at factor costs) and thus includes some indirect taxes (other than the value added tax), 

inducing an additional upward bias. 

As to the country coverage, Ireland is not in the database; four further countries 

(Luxembourg, Greece, Denmark, and Portugal) had to be excluded due to numerous missing 

values, mainly with respect to fixed capital formation. Thus we had to reduce our sample to 

10 countries (Austria, Belgium, Finland, France, Western Germany, Italy, Netherlands, Spain, 

Sweden, and United Kingdom); for some sectors, further countries (mainly Sweden, the 

United Kingdom and Spain) had to be excluded. As far as the time dimension is concerned, 

we restrict our estimation period to the time from 1981 to 1999 in order to avoid the use of 

unjustifiably imbalanced samples.  

Our goal to set up a sample comprising most of the EU countries prevented us from 

moving down to very detailed industry level, because this would have required a further 

reduction in the cross country dimension. Choosing a level of aggregation in between the 

Allen et al. (1998) and the Sauner-Leroy (2003) studies, we set up a sample comprising 12 

subsectors of manufacturing, as well as 5 service sectors. Table 1 gives an overview of our 

sample, which covers 10 countries, aggregate manufacturing and 17 industries and the period 

from 1981 to 1999. 

Three further issues are worth mentioning: First, as opposed to previous studies, we do 

not restrict our attention to so called ‘sensitive industries’. Focussing on selected sectors may 

give a distorted picture; after all, the goal of the Single Market was to make European 

industries more competitive, not only selected samples of firms; thus, a substantial change in 

market structures should also show up at the level of aggregation as in Table 1, if evidence is 

more than episodic. To give an overview of the importance of the single industries, Table 1 

shows the country averages of their respective shares in total manufacturing and total value 

added. 
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Table 1 – Overview of countries and industries used in the estimation  

industry code share in TM 
in per cent1) 

share in TVA 
in per cent1) 

GVA/PROD 
in per cent 

Excl. countries N T obs. 

Total manufacturing (TM) 15-37 100.0 19.8 32.7 -- 10 19 190 
Food products, beverages and tobacco 15-16 11.5 2.3 24.9 SE 9 19 171 

Textiles, textile products, leather and footwear 17-19 6.3 0.9 35.1 SE 9 19 171 

Wood and products of wood and cork 20 3.7 0.5 34.1 FR, SE  8 19 152 

Pulp, paper, paper products, printing and publishing 21-22 14.3 2.1 38.4 SE 9 19 171 

....Chemicals and chemical products 24 13.4 1.9 32.9 FR, ES, SE 7 19 133 

....Rubber and plastics products 25 6.0 0.9 38.4 FR, ES, SE 7 19 133 

Other nonmetallic mineral products 26 6.1 0.9 42.5 SE 9 19 171 

Basic metals and fabricated metal products 27-28 17.5 2.5 35.2 SE 9 19 171 

....Machinery and equipment, n.e.c. 29 15.5 2.2 37.9 BE, ES, SE 7 19 133 

....Electrical and optical equipment 30-33 16.6 2.4 40.2 BE, ES, SE 7 19 133 
Transport equipment 34-35 14.6 2.1 28.9 SE 9 19 171 

Manufacturing n.e.c. 36-37 5.4 0.8 39.4 SE 9 19 171 

Wholesale and retail trade; repairs  50-52 --- 11.4 62.7 NL, ES, UK 7 19 133 

Hotels and restaurants 55 --- 2.5 46.8 NL, ES, SE, UK 6 19 114 
Transport and storage and communication 60-64 --- 7.2 55.9 ES, SE,  8 19 152 

Financial intermediation 65-67 --- 4.9 67.8 NL, ES, UK 7 19 133 

Real estate, renting, and business activities 70-74 --- 21.3 67.2 NL, ES, UK 7 19 133 

Notes: Fulls sample contains 10 countries (AT, BE, FI, FR, DE, IT, NL, ES, SE, UK), time period ranges from 1981 to 1999 for all industries. – TM ... total 
manufacturing. – 1) shares in per cent of value added of total manufacturing and total value added respectively. – TVA ... total value added. – GVA/PROD ... ratio 
of gross value added to production. 
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Second, as a first study on the Single Market we also include service sectors on which no 

evidence exists so far. However, this is a delicate choice, bearing in mind that the available 

data and standard capital stock measures may be even less reliable there. Thus evidence on 

service sectors must be treated with caution.  

Finally, like Hall and Roeger we use value added rather than output; since (4) is 

specified in terms of output this implies an upward bias in the estimate of the markup and will 

require an adjustment of the estimates for the share of intermediate inputs as will be discussed 

more in detail below. Table 1 shows the country averages of the gross value added/output-

ratio for the different industries.  

3.2. Empirical model 

We go on to estimate a panel data model for each of the 17 industries, comprising 7 to 10 

countries (depending on data availability) and 19 time periods (1981-1999). The use of a 

panel not only allows us to increase the degrees of freedom, but also to control for time-

specific effects such as common shocks and common cyclical movements in output. This 

appears to be particularly important in the present context, given the ambiguity in the 

literature concerning the relationship between the business cycle and markup ratios (see, for 

example, Rotemberg and Woodford 1991). By including time specific effects we can at least 

partly control for the common component of the countries business cycle, which – if actually 

related to markup factors – may overlap and dilute (or enforce) potential effects of the Single 

Market. Thus the empirical model corresponding to (5) is  

zi,t = αi + β ixi,t + ηt + ui,t , (7) 

where i is the cross-section dimension (i = 1, . . . , 10) and t denotes time (t = 1, . . . , 19).2 The 

time specific effects are denoted by ηt and ui,t is a standard error term. Note that we do not 

restrict the coefficient β i to be equal across countries, which would imply the same markup 

for all countries. This appears to be a too unrealistic assumption to impose from the beginning 

without testing for parameter homogeneity. 

As mentioned above, the Roeger approach was meant to overcome the problems in 

finding good instruments in the Hall approach. Hylleberg and Jorgensen (1998), however, 

show that slightly relaxing the assumption of a constant markup (and scale factor) makes the 

Roeger approach vulnerable for similar lines of criticism, i.e. the endogeneity of x. In the 

context of our panel model this would suggest the use of GMM estimators with lags as 
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instruments (e.g. the GMM estimator in first differences suggested by Arellano and Bond 

1991). However, as Hylleberg and Jorgensen we also step back from using an instrumental 

variable approach, given the absence of good instruments. In our regression, which is 

specified in first differences, the lagged values appear to be weak instruments showing only 

poor correlation with x. In such a situation the application of IV estimators may yield inferior 

estimates compared to least squares. The results by Hylleberg and Jorgensen (1998), who use 

a subsample of our dataset, suggest that the problems induced by simultaneity and potentially 

non-spherical error terms are fairly moderate. Thus, while these problems have to be borne in 

mind and our point estimates should not be overstressed, there is no reason to believe that 

theses estimation problems systematically infer with our main goal to detect a structural break 

(if any), since they are likely to be the same under both regimes.  

In the framework of the empirical model (7), the test for a discrete structural break can 

be carried out by testing the significance of an interaction term between xi,t and a level 

dummy DT; thus we have  

zi,t = αi + β1,i xi,t + β2,i DTxi,t + ηt + ui,t , (8) 

where DT is zero for t < T, and 1 otherwise. Since the Single Market eventually came into 

force on 1 January 1993, the most obvious starting point is to test for a discrete structural 

break in 1993, i.e. to set T equal to 1993 (D93)3. We will relax this assumption as we proceed 

with the estimation in section IV. 

IV. Estimation results 

Table 2 gives the results of the estimation of the empirical model (8) for total manufacturing, 

12 subsectors of manufacturing, and 5 service sectors. F-tests for cross-country homogeneity 

of β1 are rejected for all industries; market structures appear to exhibit significant variation 

across European countries. Allowing for heteroscedasticity using White-heteroscedasticity 

consistent standard errors, all country specific estimates of β1 turn out significant at the one 

per cent level: this is strong evidence against perfect competition in European industries and 

suggests that monopolistic and oligopolistic competition prevail. The markup ratios (P/MC) 

implied by the estimates of the Lerner index β1 vary between 1.3 and 8.8. As already pointed 

out by Hall, the use of value added instead of output induces an upward bias in the estimated 

markup; if the value added/gross output ratio (m) is roughly constant, the “true” mark up ratio 

                                                                                                                                                         
2 Since we estimate one separate panel for each sector we do not introduce another subscript to denote the 

industry dimension. 
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over marginal costs can be computed by adjusting the estimate of β  by the (country-specific) 

factor (1-mi). The numbers given in Table 2, for each sector and country, correspond to these 

adjusted markup estimates and lie in a more plausible range from 1.13 to 2.10. These figures 

are roughly in line with the results by Martin et al. (1996) who consider a sample of OECD 

countries in the pre-completion period 1970-1992, using a more detailed industry 

classification, however. 

As to the estimated changes in markups since 1993, the F-tests of the hypothesis of a 

common parameter β2 for all countries cannot be rejected except for financial intermediation. 

This is somewhat surprising, since one would expect markups to converge in a Single Market: 

the higher the initial level of the mark-up before 1993, the higher the change (reduction) 

should be. However, it has to be admitted that standard errors are fairly large, probably 

disclosing differences in country-specific effects that could be detected only if more precise 

data were available. Nevertheless, from an econometric perspective, the restriction of a 

common coefficient appears justified (with the exception of financial intermediation) and we 

will proceed with that assumption. The country- invariant, sector-specific estimates of β2, i.e. 

the estimated reductions in the Lerner index, are given in the lower part of Table 2. As a first 

important result we note that there appears to have been a pro-competitive effect at the 

aggregate manufacturing level: the estimates of β2 are not only statistically but also 

economically significant and point to reduction in (cross-country) average markups to 1.247, 

down from 1.342 (in relative terms of the difference between the price and marginal costs, 

this amounts to a reduction by some 28 per cent). At least with respect o the timing this result 

is in contrast with the findings by Sauner-Leroy (2003), which suggest that markups fell in the 

period from 1987 to 1992, and recovered as of 1993 back to their old levels. Our estimates 

suggest that the net effect since 1993 was negative.4 We will return to this below. 

As expected, at a lower level of aggregation, evidence is less clear: statistically 

significant effects for all countries are only found in four industries: i) pulp, paper, paper 

products, printing and publishing, ii) basic metals and fabricated metal products, iii) hotels 

and restaurants, and iv) real estate, renting, and business activities. Moreover, in two of them 

(pulp, paper etc.; hotels and restaurants) the positive coefficient indicates an increase in 

markups.  The conflicting results for two of the manufacturing sectors can be reconciled with 

the pro-competitive effect obtained at the aggregate level, given the respective shares in gross 

value added and the size of the markup changes.  

                                                                                                                                                         
3 For AT, FI, and SE DT  is 0 for t < 95 and 1 otherwise, since these three countries joined the EU (and thus 

adopted the SM) in 1995. 
4 Assuming the break to have occurred earlier (e.g. in 1989) the estimate of β2 turns out insignificant. 
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Table 2 – Results of estimation of (8), assuming a discrete structural change in 1993 

 µ̂ 1) 15-37 15-16 17-19 20 21-22 24 25 26 27-28 29 

AT 81-92 1.310 1.552 1.461 2.103 1.456 1.572 1.636 1.509 1.473 1.624 

 93-99 1.225 n.c. n.c. n.c. 1.648 n.c. n.c. n.c. 1.340 n.c. 

BE 81-92 1.345 1.567 1.346 1.952 1.380 1.693 1.858 1.479 1.549 -- 

 93-99 1.244 n.c. n.c. n.c. 1.563 n.c. n.c. n.c. 1.373 -- 

FI 81-92 1.472 1.604 1.219 1.865 1.721 1.771 1.428 1.519 1.653 1.385 

 93-99 1.358 n.c. n.c. n.c. 2.023 n.c. n.c. n.c. 1.458 n.c. 

FR 81-92 1.323 1.717 1.311 -- 1.303 -- -- 1.374 1.319 1.501 

 93-99 1.230 n.c. n.c. -- 1.455 -- -- n.c. 1.205 n.c. 

DE 81-92 1.271 1.682 1.368 1.573 1.385 1.458 1.500 1.433 1.416 1.318 

 93-99 1.192 n.c. n.c. n.c. 1.549 n.c. n.c. n.c. 1.290 n.c. 

IT 81-92 1.447 1.777 1.474 1.633 1.395 1.486 1.463 1.486 1.478 1.420 

 93-99 1.338 n.c. n.c. n.c. 1.574 n.c. n.c. n.c. 1.330 n.c. 

NL 81-92 1.370 1.565 1.454 1.543 1.322 1.944 1.494 1.558 1.440 1.326 

 93-99 1.267 n.c. n.c. n.c. 1.471 n.c. n.c. n.c. 1.302 n.c. 

ES 81-92 1.330 1.534 1.280 1.352 1.315 -- -- 1.353 1.310 -- 

 93-99 1.237 n.c. n.c. n.c. 1.469 -- -- n.c. 1.190 n.c. 

SE 81-92 1.322 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 

 93-99 1.228 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 

UK 81-92 1.225 1.380 1.206 1.463 1.184 1.511 1.297 1.334 1.259 1.320 

 93-99 1.151 n.c. n.c. n.c. 1.293 n.c. n.c. n.c. 1.156 n.c. 

average µ̂ 2) 
 81-92 1.342 1.597 1.347 1.686 1.385 1.634 1.525 1.449 1.433 1.413 

 93-99 1.247 n.c. n.c. n.c. 1.561 n.c. n.c. n.c. 1.294  n.c. 

2β̂ 3) -0.084** -0.010 -0.017 0.100 0.129** 0.070 0.088 -0.003 -0.114* -0.083 

F-test: 1̂β 3) 4.332*** 18.957*** 5.382*** 5.087*** 6.559*** 6.960*** 3.097*** 3.066*** 3.222*** 2.904*** 

F-test: 2β̂ 3) 0.841 0.866 0.807 0.681 1.582 0.737 0.782 1.380 0.804 0.476 

NT 190 171 171 152 171 133 133 171 171 133 

Adj. R2 0.925 0.942 0.843 0.865 0.883 0.937 0.847 0.913 0.840 0.866 

SEE 0.017 0.018 0.025 0.037 0.025 0.022 0.030 0.025 0.029 0.025 
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Table 2 (cont.) – Results of estimation of (8), assuming a discrete structural change in 1993 

 µ̂ 1) 30-33 34-35 36-37 50-52 55 60-64 65-67 70-74 

AT 81-92 1.376 1.843 1.319 1.258 1.308 1.169 1.249 1.358 

 93-99 n.c. n.c. n.c. n.c. 1.388 n.c. n.c. 1.333 

BE 81-92 -- 1.905 1.543 1.300 1.363 1.212 1.251 1.362 

 93-99 -- n.c. n.c. n.c. 1.472 n.c. n.c. 1.338 

FI 81-92 1.588 1.421 1.323 1.214 1.166 1.311 1.274 1.443 

 93-99 n.c. n.c. n.c. n.c. 1.258 n.c. 1.367* 1.409 

FR 81-92 1.397 1.876 1.489 1.160 1.233 1.226 1.454 1.287 

 93-99 n.c. n.c. n.c. n.c. 1.304 n.c. n.c. 1.267 

DE 81-92 1.383 1.471 1.444 1.169 1.265 1.243 1.475 1.272 

 93-99 n.c. n.c. n.c. n.c. 1.369 n.c. n.c. 1.255 

IT 81-92 1.390 1.395 1.611 1.368 1.284 1.296 1.211 1.322 

 93-99 n.c. n.c. n.c. n.c. 1.361 n.c. n.c. 1.302 

NL 81-92 1.403 1.723 1.155 -- -- 1.263 -- -- 

 93-99 n.c. n.c. n.c. -- -- n.c. -- -- 

ES 81-92 -- 1.403 1.255 -- -- -- -- -- 

 93-99 n.c. n.c. n.c. -- -- -- -- -- 

SE 81-92 -- -- -- 1.134 -- -- 1.400 1.313 

 93-99 -- -- -- n.c. -- -- 1.090*** 1.290 

UK 81-92 1.337 1.300 1.339 -- -- 1.213 -- -- 

 93-99 n.c. n.c. n.c. -- -- n.c. -- -- 

average µ̂ 2) 

 81-92 1.411 1.593 1.387 1.229 1.270 1.242 1.331 1.337 

 93-99 n.c. n.c. n.c. n.c. 1.359 n.c. n.c. 1.313 

2β̂ 3) -0.023 0.041 0.007 -0.005 0.102* 0.045 c-spec.4) -0.041* 

F-test: 1̂β 3) 5.455*** 1.936* 9.529*** 42.662*** 14.382*** 3.220*** 7.053*** 18.957*** 

F-test: 2β̂ 3) 1.290 0.900 1.491 1.574 0.492 0.987 2.475 0.866 

NT 133 171 171 133 114 152 133 133 

Adj. R2 0.913 0.656 0.896 0.963 0.924 0.931 0.928 0.994 

SEE 0.024 0.047 0.022 0.016 0.019 0.018 0.028 0.009 

Notes: Country-specific and time specific fixed effects included in all models. 1) Price/marginal cost ratios 
implied by the estimates of β1,i and β2, adjusted for the county-specific ratios of value added/gross output (mi). 
All estimates of β1,i turned out significant at the one per cent level. Whenever the estimate of β2 was 
insignificant, it was eliminated from the regression, i.e in this case the values of µ were obtained from the 
estimation of (7). 2) unweighted country average of price/marginal cost ratios. 3) F-tests of parameter 
homogeneity. ***, **, *  indicate significance at the 10, 5, and 1 per cent level respectively. n.c. … no change (i.e. 
estimate of β2 insignificant). 
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Before moving on with the interpretation of the results, some qualifications have to be made. 

In particular – even if data and methodological issues are left aside – there are two caveats in 

our design of the test for a pro-competitive effect: First, the choice of the time of the structural 

break is a delicate issue: Sauner and Leroy also chose 1993 as break point, Allen et al the year 

1992; Botasso and Sembenelli (2001) in their investigation for Italian firms consider data only 

up to 1993 and assume the break to have occurred in 1988. Though these choices may also 

have been motivated by data availability to some extent, it is not unlikely that several 

economic consequences have been triggered by the announcement of the SM in the European 

Commission’s White Paper (1985) before it came into force legally on 1 January 1993. On the 

other hand, the “complete” implementation of the Single Market is up to being accomplished, 

causing a delaying in the realization of part of the Single Market effects. In order to check the 

sensitivity of the results with respect to this assumption, we reran the regression of model (8), 

allowing the break-point to occur between 1989 and 1993; i.e. we set T equal to 1989, 1990, 

1991, 1992, and 1993. The second column in Table 3 shows the resulting estimates of β2 with 

the lowest p-value and the corresponding break-point. The first column in Table 3 reproduces 

the results for the test of the structural break in 1993 from Table 1 to facilitate the 

comparison. Allowing the break to occur in the time window 1989 to 1993, we now find 13 

significant coefficients (compared with 5 before); surprisingly, however, two third of them 

suggest an increase in markups. Moreover, while for the industries where a reduction in 

markups was obtained, the occurrence of the breakpoint around 1993 is confirmed, all sectors, 

where an increase in markups was found suggest that the break happened earlier around 1989. 

This is a surprising result and requires some explanation; we will return to this issue below. 

Before, however, another crucial issue has to be addressed. 

The second questionable assumption underlying our empirical model (8) is that the 

change happened instantaneously in T; a gradual changeover appears to be a more realistic 

assumption, given the anticipation of the Single Market by economic agents on the one hand 

and the delay in part of the implementation on the other hand. This point can be addressed by 

the specification of a smooth transition model (Granger and Teräsvirta 1997). In this 

framework, the aforementioned issue can also be taken up, allowing the mid-point of the 

regime shift to be determined endogenously. In generally, the empirical model takes the form 

zi,t = αi + β1,i xi,t + β2F(t)xi,t + ηt + ui,t .     (9) 

where F(t) is a transition function, describing the transition process as a function of time and  

two parameters γ and τ. 
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 Table 3 – Tests for structural change using different alternative hypotheses  

  (1) (2) (3) 

 

 

 HA: instantanoeus  
change at T = 1993 

HA: instantaneous change 

89 ≤ T ≤ 93 

HA: smooth transition 

  
2β̂     2β̂    T with min p-value χ2 

Total manufacturing 15-37 -0.084** -0.084** 1993 2.76 
Food products, beverages and tobacco 15-16 -0.010 0.062** 1989 3.31 

Textiles, textile products, leather and footwear 17-19 -0.017 0.033 1991 8.52* 
Wood and products of wood and cork 20 0.100 0.100 1993 3.73 
Pulp, paper, paper products, printing and publishing 21-22 0.129** 0.148** 1989 17.77*** 
....Chemicals and chemical products 24 0.070 0.100*** 1989 11.25*** 
....Rubber and plastics products 25 0.088 0.137** 1989 6.63* 

Other nonmetallic mineral products 26 -0.003 -0.021 1990 2.48 
Basic metals and fabricated metal products 27-28 -0.114* -0.114** 1993 1.41 
....Machinery and equipment, n.e.c. 29 -0.083 -0.099** 1992 2.69 
....Electrical and optical equipment 30-33 -0.023 0.070* 1989 0.51 
Transport equipment 34-35 0.041 0.173** 1989 9.88** 

Manufacturing nec 36-37 0.007 0.024 1989 3.80 

Wholesale and retail trade; repairs  50-52 -0.005 -0.052 1989 1.68 

Hotels and restaurants 55 0.102* 0.083** 1989 9.65** 

Transport and storage and communication 60-64 0.045 0.085** 1989 15.47*** 

Financial intermediation 65-67 c-spec. 0.133*** 1989 16.36*** 

Real estate, renting, and business activities 70-74 -0.041* -0.045** 1992 9.71** 

(1) Estimates of β2 from equation (8) assuming T = 1993 (see Table 2). (2) Estimates of β2 from equation (8) with min p-value, using alternative values for  
T (1989 to 1993. (3) χ2-test of null of constant paramters against the alternative of continuous paramter change. ***, **, * indicate significance at the 10, 5, and 1 per 
cent level respectively. 
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 In particular, we opt for a simple form and use a symmetric logistic function, given by  

F(t) = 
)]([1

1
τγ −−+ te

, (10) 

which maps t onto the interval (0,1) and allows for a smooth transition between the initial 

state (t → -∞ ) 

zi,t = αi + β1,i xi,t + ηt + ui,t , (11)  

and the final state (t → +∞ ) 

zi,t = αi + (β1,i + β2,i)xi,t + ηt + ui,t . (12),  

The parameter γ determines the speed of transition, while τ is associated with the transition 

mid-point, i.e F(t) = 0.5 for t = τ. For γ → ∞, (9) collapses into (8) with a discrete, 

instantaneous structural break at t = τ. Hence (9) is the more general model nesting (8) as a 

special case. Of course, more general forms of the transition function F(t) are conceivable, 

using higher order polynomials in t and including the dependent and/or the exogenous 

variables. However, for our purposes, a transition process described by such a logistic smooth 

transition model (LST, see Granger and Teräsvirta, 1997, chapter 4) appears to be a 

reasonable choice and allows us to address our two main concerns: to allow for a gradual 

change and to endogenize the timing (i.e. the transition mid-point). 

The problem in testing the hypothesis of a constancy regression parameter β  (i.e. H0 : γ = 

05) against the alternative of a continuous structural change is that τ remains unidentified 

under the null. Lin and Teräsvirta (1994) suggest to approximate F(t) using a Taylor series 

around γ = 0, which allows the reparameterization of (9) in terms of identified parameters. 

The null hypothesis γ = 0 can then be tested using a Lagrange multiplier (LM) test of 

excluding restrictions applied to this reparameterized model. We use a third order Taylor 

series approximation of F(t) as given by (10), which implies the use of interaction terms 

between x and t up to the third order. Column (3) in Table 3 shows the results of the χ2-tests 

of the excluding restrictions.6 As already mentioned the alternative hypothesis corresponding 

to column (3) is more general than the one corresponding to (1) in the sense that it nests 

several alternative hypotheses with a (de facto) arbitrary velocity and timing of the structural 

                                                 
5 As Lin and Teräsvirta (1994) show, F(t) can be transformed to F*(t) = F(t) - 0.5 without any loss of ge-

nerality; in this case  F*(t,0) = 0 for γ = 0, making γ = 0 the natural hypothesis for parameter constancy in (9). 
6 To be more specific, column (3) of Table 3 reports, for each sector, the results of the LM-test of the joint 

hypothesis that δ1 = δ2 = δ3 = 0 in the test regression zi,t  = αi + β1,i xi,t  + δ1 txi,t + δ2 t2xi,t  + δ3 t3xi,t  + ηt + ui,t. It 
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change. Thus it should also detect structural breaks other than an instantaneous change in 

1993, i.e. it should be consistent with the results from column (2) that maintains the 

hypothesis of a instantaneous changeover, but allows the break to occur in the time window 

from 1989 to 1993 (using discrete steps of one year). Actually, this presumption is confirmed 

only for 7 of the 12 industries where a structural break is indicated by column (2). The 

insignificant test statistics in the other five industries where column (2) points to a break may 

be explained by the fact that the test of column (3), while being more general, has also lower 

power at the same time, if the alternative hypothesis is (approximately) correctly described by 

an instantaneous change between 1989 and 1993. On the other hand column (3) weakly 

suggests a structural break in the textile, leather and footwear industry (17-19) where both 

column (1) and column (2) do not, indicating a regime shift outside the time window 1989 to 

1993 (this will be confirmed in our subsequent estimations below). Finally, in four sectors 

neither an instantaneous change between 1989 and 1993 nor a continuous changeover is 

found, strongly supporting the conclusion that there has indeed been no structural change in 

those sectors, irrespective the uncertainty of the timing of the break. 

The logical next step is to estimate the smooth transition model (9) for those sectors 

where the null of no change has been rejected against the alternative of a continuous 

parameter change in order to check whether it yields plausible results and captures essential 

nonlinearities (Granger and Teräsvirta 1997, p. 116). Theoretically, (9) can be estimated using 

non- linear least squares. However, identification and estimation problems (convergence) are 

likely too be encountered in such highly nonlinear specifications. Indeed for all sectors we 

obtain implausible results if we estimate all parameters of (9) (αi , β1,i , β2, γ, τ, ηt) 

simultaneously, although convergence could be achieved in most cases through ‘appropriate’ 

manipulation of the starting values. In order to proceed with a smooth transition model we 

thus have to step back and impose one coefficient; we opted for restricting the velocity of 

transition (γ), using three different values: 0.5, 0.75 and 1.5. As can be seen from Figure 1, 

which shows the corresponding transition functions for τ = 9 (i.e. the transition mid-point in 

1989), these values cover a broad spectrum, ranging from a fairly slow transition process (γ = 

0.5) to the case of an almost instantaneous change (γ = 1.5). Clearly, imposing the transition 

speed by such a prio ri reasoning eliminates part of the virtues of an LST model; nevertheless, 

the alternative hypothesis considered is still more general than in model (8) and the timing of 

                                                                                                                                                         
should be added that the results from using the F-test variant for the excluding restrictions (recommended by 
Lin and Teräsvirta for small samples) hardly differ. 
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the structural break (transition midpoint) is still estimated from the model rather than imposed 

as in (8).  

 Figure 1 – Transition function F(t) for τ = 9 and different values of γ 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Restricting γ to 0.5, 0.75, and 1.5 respectively, the remaining parameters of model (9) 

were estimated using non- linear least squares. As obvious starting values the estimates of the 

discrete change model (4) were used; the starting value for τ was set to 10, which implies the 

transition mid-point to coincide with the year 1990. Using this approach, quick convergence 

was achieved for all sectors; the ultimate γ was chosen in order to minimize the sum of 

squares. Table 4 gives the results obtained from the estimation of the restricted LST models 

(8) for those 9 industries where the null of parameter constancy was rejected against the 

alternative of continuous parameter change.  

A first observation is that the average levels of the country-specific markups are largely 

in line with the results from Table 2. A structural break indicated by a significant β2 is 

obtained in all but two industries. For two of the seven sectors with a regime shift, the 

transition midpoint lies before 1985 and can thus hardly be attributed to the Single Market. 

Interestingly, however, in the five remaining cases with a significant β2, the corresponding 

estimate of τ indicates a transition mid-point around 1989 (i.e. τ = 9); moreover, for all of 

these industries an increase in the markup is implied by the estimates. This reinforces the 

tentative conclusions we drew from Table 2 (column (2)) that many structural breaks appear 

to have materialized before 1993 and that the direction of the change in markups is 

inconsistent with the theoretically predicted Single Market effects in many industries. As far 

as the transition speed is concerned, in most industries a quick changeover is suggested by the 

γ chosen according to the sum of squares criterion; only in the transport etc. sector, a slow 
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transition process yields a better fit. Thus, the basic message from the estimates of the 

restricted LST models is that the results in Table 2 above are not invalidated by allowing for 

other forms of the transition process. 

 Table 4 – Results of estimates of restricted smooth transition models (9) 

 µ̂ 1) 17-19 21-22 24 25 34-35 55 60-64 65-67 70-74 

AT 81-92 1.375 1.444 1.438 1.542 1.843 1.269 1.134 1.245 1.358 

 93-99 1.522 1.629 1.618 1.789 n.c. 1.349 1.207 1.320 n.c. 

BE 81-92 1.244 1.372 1.537 1.717 1.905 1.327 1.170 1.241 1.359 

 93-99 1.391 1.549 1.742 2.089 n.c. 1.436 1.265 1.338 n.c. 

FI 81-92 1.138 1.631 1.580 1.349 1.421 1.127 1.251 1.244 1.442 

 93-99 1.233 1.893 1.800 1.526 n.c. 1.218 1.354 1.342 n.c. 

FR 81-92 1.232 1.296 -- -- 1.876 1.216 1.187 1.396 1.284 

 93-99 1.360 1.443 -- -- n.c. 1.289 1.271 1.572 n.c. 

DE 81-92 1.285 1.378 1.357 1.432 1.471 1.227 1.194 1.422 1.269 

 93-99 1.422 1.536 1.504 1.632 n.c. 1.330 1.297 1.591 n.c. 

IT 81-92 1.390 1.382 1.388 1.401 1.395 1.264 1.247 1.194 1.319 

 93-99 1.551 1.553 1.569 1.616 n.c. 1.343 1.361 1.279 n.c. 

NL 81-92 1.357 1.316 1.730 1.427 1.723 -- 1.211 -- -- 

 93-99 1.521 1.460 2.028 1.649 n.c. -- 1.317 -- -- 

ES 81-92 1.187 1.301 -- -- 1.403 -- -- -- -- 

 93-99 1.307 1.449 -- -- n.c. -- -- -- -- 

SE 81-92 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 1.343 1.310 

 93-99 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 1.459 n.c. 

UK 81-92 1.114 1.121 1.347 1.168 1.300 -- 1.132 -- -- 

 93-99 1.206 1.217 1.496 1.298 n.c. -- 1.220 -- -- 

 81-92 1.258 1.360 1.482 1.433 1.593 1.239 1.191 1.298 1.334 

 93-99 1.390 1.525 1.679 1.657 n.c. 1.327 1.287 1.414 n.c. 

2β̂ 3) 0.116** 0.127** 0.118** 0.148* 0.169 0.107** 0.146*** 0.182*** -0.092 

τ 3) 3.754** 9.311*** 3.489** 8.942*** 4.275*** 8.205*** 7.268** 10.491*** 1.449 

γ (imposed) 4) -1.5 -1.5 -1.5 -1.5 -1.5 -1.5 -0.5 -1.5 -0.5 

NT 171 171 133 133 171 114 152 133 133 

Adj. R2 0.845 0.885 0.941 0.855 0.666 0.925 0.937 0.932 0.995 

SEE 0.024 0.025 0.021 0.028 0.045 0.018 0.017 0.027 0.009 

Notes: Country-specific and time specific fixed effects included in all models. 1) Price/marginal cost ratios 
implied by the estimates of β1,i and β2, adjusted for the county-specific ratios of value added/gross output (mi). 
All estimates of β1,i turned out significant at the one per cent level except (SE/34-35 and UK/17-19 (5%) as well 
as UK-34-35 (insign). For sectors 34-35 and 70-74 β2 was insignificant and the values of µ were obtained from 
the estimation of (7); accordingly for 34-35 the values coincide with that of Table 2. 2) unweighted country 
average of price/marginal cost ratios.  3) ***, **, * indicate significance at the 10, 5, and 1 per cent level 
respectively. 4) Three values for γ were used: 0.5, 0.75, and 1.5; choice of γ based on sum of squares  criterion. n.c. 
… no change (i.e. estimate of β2 insignificant). 
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At this point it is time to take stock and ask what our results suggest: First, so far we do not 

see a pervasive effect of the Single Market in the sense of a significant increase in 

competition in many industries of all EU countries. Nevertheless, markups have substantially 

decreased since 1993 in aggregate manufacturing and slightly in the real estate and renting 

etc. industry. The result in the manufacturing sectors appears to be driven by metal products 

as well as other machinery (27-29); at the same time we find increases in markups in many 

manufacturing industries in the time between 1987 and 1990. The same is true for three of the 

remaining four service sectors. The most plausible explanation for this anti-competitive effect 

is an increase in firms’ market power as a result of the increase in concentration and average 

firm size at a European level (see European Commission 1996, 115ff.). This increase in 

concentration is in turn due to the wave of mergers and acquisitions that is likely to have been 

triggered by the announcement of the Single Market through he Commission’s White paper in 

1985. These anti-competitive effects obtained in our estimation, though not completely 

unrelated to the Single Market, cannot be directly attributed to its effects in a narrower sense. 

But it may be argued that the Single Market’s net effect is around zero at the aggregate 

manufacturing level7; as far as the service industries are concerned mark-ups appear to have 

increased in all industries except real estate etc. 

Given the bird eye’s perspective of our study it is difficult to compare our results with 

the Allen et al. study, who focus only on selected (particularly sensitive) sectors and at a 

much lower level of aggregation. The results, however, clearly suggest that their conclusion 

that the SM “has indeed had a substantial pro-competitive effect in European markets, and has 

led to significant reductions in price-cost margins” (p. 467) cannot be generalized from their 

selected sample to “the European markets” without qualification. Comparing our results with 

the recent Sauner-Leroy (2003) study for aggregate manufacturing, a surprising contrast 

appears: while a common result for manufacturing is that there appears to have been a zero 

net effect if the pre-completion period is also taken into account, the sequence of mark-up 

changes is reversed: Sauner-Leroy finds reductions in mark-ups from 1987 to 1992 and a 

recovery afterwards; our results, suggest the opposite which appears to be more plausible 

from our point of view: markups increased in the pre-completion period along with the 

increase in concentration and average firm size in European industries; after the completion 

the increased competition forced firms to reduce their price-cost margins back to the old level.  

Finally, we note that our results are unlikely to hinge on methodological qualifications: 

as argued above potential sources of bias are likely to be the same before and after the regime 

                                                 
7 This view is supported by the insignificant results when testing for a structural break at the aggregate 

manufacturing level in T = 1989.  
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shift. Moreover, it should be added that the presence of increasing returns would make the 

achievements of the Single Market look even worse: due to the downward bias of mark-ups in 

the presence of increasing returns, the increase in average firm size at the end of the 80s 

would imply that our markups are underestimated for the 90s; thus, in our case (where firm 

size can be assumed to have increased), if increasing returns mattered they would only tend to 

disclose anti-competitive effects, but not prevent us from finding pro-competitive effects. 

While these arguments may be somewhat speculative, they also warn us of being too euphoric 

about the positive effects of the Single Market achieved so far and of generalizing the findings 

for a few selected sectors to the European economies.  

V. Summary and conclusions  

This paper investigates the pro competitive effects of the Single Market in terms of its effect 

on firms’ market power as measured by the Lerner index. Using a fairly comprehensive panel 

of 10 EU Member States, 17 manufacturing and service industries, covering the period 1981 

to 1999, we test for structural breaks in the framework of the markup estimation method 

suggested by Roeger (1995). In order to address the uncertainty with respect to the timing and 

velocity of the regime shift induced by the Single Market we use different alternative 

hypotheses to test for a structural break: In particular, we do not only test for an instantaneous 

change in 1993, but use a time window between 1989 and 1993. We also estimate several 

(restricted) logistic smooth transition models to take up the proposition that the regime shift is 

likely to have occurred (to be occurring) gradually rather than as big bang.  

In sum the results provide no reason for being euphoric; while economically significant 

markup reductions are found for aggregate manufacturing as of 1993, it is also suggested that 

markups increased in several sectors in the pre-completion period around the end of the 

1980s. The most plausible explanation for this phenomenon is the increase in concentration 

and average firms size in European industries as reported by the European Commission 

(1996). In sum, the net effect on markups is likely to be negligibly small if not positive.  

The fact that we failed to identify a pervasive effect, covering most countries and most 

industries at a fairly high level of aggregation, may suggest that the Single Market is far from 

completed. A direction for future research would thus be to step back to single country 

studies, which would allow the use of a much more detailed industry classification; since our 

results indicate effects in both directions, such a move down in the level of aggregation 

should help to detect effects that may by offset by aggregating data. This should also give 

some hints where and why things went wrong and help to design policies to make the Single 
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Market more dynamic, one of the chief requirements to improve the EU’s growth 

performance (Sapir et al., 2003). 

Summing up, the bad news is that the Single Market appears to have been less 

successful than it was hoped to be; this is also true for the growth performance of most EU 

countries in the 90s. A more optimistic view might hold that the benefits of the Single Market 

are still to come in the near future which will help the EU in catching up with the US 

performance. This hope, however, is not what economic policy makers should rely upon to 

make the EU’s Single Market System deliver. 
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Appendix  – Data sources and definition of variables 

tiQ , = real gross value added, from OECD: Industry Structural Analysis (STAN).  

tiP , = deflator of gross value added, calculated from ratio of nominal to real gross value added; taken  

from OECD: Industry Structural Analysis (STAN).  

Ki,t = real capital stock in millions of national currency, calculated using a perpetual inventory method: 

Kt = Kt-1(1-δ) + It-1. The (industry specific) depreciation rate (δ) was calculated from data on average 

service life in the respective sector from the International Sectoral Database (ISDB) of the OECD. 

Initial value of capital stock was calculated according to K1975 = I/(gI,70-00 + δ ), where I average 

investment over the period 1970 to 1980, gI,70-00 is growth of investment over the period 1970-2000 

(some time periods had to be adjusted for some countries/sectors due to data availability) (see 

Grilliches 1980, Coe and Helpman 1995). Ii,t is real gross fixed capital formation calculated from 

nominal gross fixed capital formation and deflated with the respective investment deflator (OECD: 

STAN).  

Ri,t = user costs of capital, approximated by Ri,t = ((i-π e)+δ)P*
i,t  as in Martins et al. (1996); i is the 

country-specific long-term nominal interest rate,  π e is the expected rate of inflation, proxied by the 

HP-filtered component of the GDP deflator (λ = 500), and P*
i,t is the economy wide deflator for 

business investment (Source: OECD).  

Ni,t = total employment in million persons, taken from OECD: STAN. 

Wi,t = average nominal wage in sector i, given by LCi,t/Ni,t, where LC is labour compensation in 

millions of national currency, taken from OECD: STAN. 

αi,t = share of labour compensation in nominal gross value added (LCi,t/ Qi,tPi,t).  

Notes: DE refers to West Germany; data as of 1993 constructed using growth rates of the reunified 

Germany. Data were taken from the WIFO database (Austrian Institute of Economic Research,  

WIFO, http://www.wifo.ac.at/) and the SourceOECD database.  
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